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Oxford's innovative modern English dictionary and language reference service

The world’s greatest dictionary publisher brings users the dictionary site they’ve been waiting for, with content that is accurate, up to date, and based on the largest language research programme in the world.

Unrivalled authoritative content ...

- Smart-linked, fully searchable content from Oxford’s largest modern English dictionaries and thesauruses
- More than 350,000 definitions, 600,000 synonyms and antonyms, and 1.9 million usage examples
- Regularly updated so the most current meanings and the latest new words are just a click away

DID YOU KNOW?

All Oxford’s dictionaries are based on the Oxford English Corpus, which now contains over 2 billion words of real 21st century English.

- Extensive sections with detailed writing, grammar, and spelling guidance
- Specialist language reference resources for professional writers and editors
- Puzzle solver section for language lovers and word enthusiasts
- Comprehensive coverage of British, US, and World English
- A vast bank of linked example sentences, taken from real English

www.oxforddictionaries.com
Oxford Dictionaries Online: indispensable for anyone who uses written or spoken English in their work or studies

... definition-seekers, English-improvers, business professionals, writers, copyeditors, academics, linguists, students, teachers, non-native speakers, puzzle enthusiasts, wordies ...

Sophisticated functionality and exceptional ease of use

- Use quick search to get straight to the definition you want
- Browse the dictionary and thesaurus using the A-Z wordwheel
- Hover over words for instant definitions
- Listen to audio pronunciations in US and British English
- Explore words by subject, region, word class, and more
- Get suggestions if you’re not sure how to spell a word
- Print, email, and cite entries
- Look up phrases, idioms, and phrasal verbs and take simple word look-up to the next level
- Choose between US and World English versions of the site

Subscriber services include ...

- Extensive online help and excellent customer and technical support
- Detailed usage statistics to allow you to track how often your users are accessing Oxford Dictionaries Online

How to subscribe
Oxford Dictionaries Online is available by subscription to institutions and individuals worldwide.

- **Institutions:** Subscription prices are based on the size and type of institution. Please contact us for more information (see right for details)
- **Individuals:** Subscribe online and gain instant access to Oxford Dictionaries Online via [www.oxfordonline.com/subscribe](http://www.oxfordonline.com/subscribe)

Further information
Keep up to date with the latest news about Oxford Dictionaries Online by joining our mailing list at [www.oxfordonline.com/listserv](http://www.oxfordonline.com/listserv)

How to contact us
For further information about all online resources from Oxford University Press, to request institutional free trials, and for price quotations, please contact us:

**Customers outside North and South America**
E: onlineproducts@oup.com
T: +44 (0)1865 353705
F: +44 (0)1865 353308

**Customers in North and South America**
E: oxfordonline@oup.com
T: 1 800 624 0153
F: 1 919 677 8877